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LBL LIGHTING SHOWROOM: #TM-3925
Here’s a sampling of LBL Lighting’s new 2016 designs to be introduced at Lightovation:
Line-Voltage Pendants
LBL LIGHTING IMAGE

LBL LIGHTING DESCRIPTION
The Ornata line-voltage pendant by LBL Lighting has a
special treatment process which gives its molded glass
shade a rich metallic appearance. When turned off, it’s
opaque; when lit, it becomes translucent, allowing the
colorful underlying glass to illuminate. Available in LED,
color choices are Silver exterior/Aqua interior and Silver
exterior/Champagne interior. Dimensions are 8.8” high
and 8.9” in diameter.

A collage of modern materials uniquely combine to
create the artistic Karif LED line-voltage pendant by LBL
Lighting. The adjustable nylon strap supports the fixture
by way of an open loop in the metal housing which in
turn supports the cone-shaped glass shade. A
purposefully loose, asymmetrically placed cloth cord
accents the fixture while providing power. Glass shade
options are Smoke (shown), Opal or Clear; finish and
color cord choices are either a Charcoal Gray with a Red
cloth cord (shown) or White with a White cloth cord.
Delivering 800 lumens while using only 17 watts, Karif’s
dimensions are 10-1/2” tall and 8” in diameter.
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LBL LIGHTING DESCRIPTION
Karif line-voltage pendants by LBL Lighting are shown in
this kitchen.

Moroccan inspired design notes give life to the visually
stimulating spun metal Menara Grande line-voltage
pendant by LBL Lighting. Available in LED which delivers
1680 lumens while using only 19 watts, the Aluminum
finish fixture comes with a Gray cloth cord (shown), and
the White finish comes with a White cloth cord. This
Menara Grande is 20” tall and 22’ in diameter; the
smaller Menara low-voltage pendant is 13” tall and 14” in
diameter.

Sophisticated elegance exudes from the molded glass
Facette Grande line-voltage pendant by LBL Lighting.
Light flows through hundreds of triangular facets at the
bottom of the shade, with the upper portion being
purposefully masked with texturized paint to create
negative space, depth and dimension. Shown here is
Facette Grande with a Black top and Smoke bottom; the
other option is a White Top with Clear bottom. MSRP:
$670 for incandescent lamping and $770 for LED.
LBL Lighting’s Facette Grande line-voltage pendants are
shown in this dining space.
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Low-Voltage Pendants
LBL LIGHTING IMAGE

LBL LIGHTING DESCRIPTION
Sophisticated elegance exudes from the sleek molded
glass Facette low-voltage pendant from LBL Lighting.
Light flows through hundreds of triangular facets at the
bottom of the elongated shade, with the upper portion
being purposefully masked with texturized paint to draw
the eye toward the light. Available in LED. Finishes are
Black/Smoke bottom or White/Clear bottom (shown).
Dimensions are 19” high and 4” in diameter.

Chandelier/Suspension
The traditional five-arm chandelier gets an ultra-modern
revamp with the Torque 18 suspension from LBL Lighting.
The typical three-dimensional silhouette is simplified to
its most elemental level—a single, ultra-sleek plane of
beautifully diffused LED light. Available finishes are Satin
Nickel (shown) or Matte White. Its dimensions are an
ultra slim .78” thick and 18” in diameter. This line has a
Torque 27 suspension which is 27” in diameter.

Two Torque 18 suspension fixtures by LBL Lighting are
shown here above this kitchen island for a modern look.
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Wall/Flush
LBL LIGHTING IMAGE

LBL LIGHTING DESCRIPTION
The Airin wall sconce by LBL Lighting has a slim arm
which illuminates a round backplate and the surrounding
wall with a beautiful wash of indirect LED light. The
contemporary design delivers a modern edge with a soft
silhouette. Finish selections are Matte White and Gold
Mist (shown). ADA compliant. Dimensions are 7” high, 5”
wide and 4” deep.

LBL Lighting’s Airin wall sconce in a bedroom.

From LBL Lighting, a gently diffused orb of LED light is
held captive by a band extending from the Capture’s
sleek, contemporary metal body. It can be mounted
vertically or horizontally on a wall—and is also stunning
as a ceiling flush mount. Capture uses only 27 Watts
while delivers 1,000 lumens. With dimensions of 8.9”
high and 5” wide, it comes in either a Satin Nickel or
Matte White finish.
Here, LBL Lighting’s Capture is horizontally installed as a
wall sconce.
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Bath
LBL LIGHTING IMAGE

LBL LIGHTING DESCRIPTION
A sleek metal band and matching die cast end caps
embrace a rounded acrylic shade in this Lynk LED wall
sconce by LBL Lighting. It seamlessly blends traditional
and contemporary design. High CRI LEDs are used to
provide the superior light quality ideal for vanity
applications. In 12”, 24” and 36” lengths, Lynk is 4” high
and extends 3”, making it ADA compliant. Can be
mounted horizontally or vertically.
Two Lynk 24” LED wall sconces by LBL Lighting are shown
in this modern bathroom.

About LBL Lighting
Headquartered just outside of Chicago in Skokie, Ill., LBL Lighting has been designing and manufacturing some of the
most beautiful and creative lighting in the industry for more than 40 years. The company’s diverse portfolio of high
design-infused lighting products includes a wide range of chandeliers, suspension pieces, flush mounts, wall sconces,
decorative pendants, architectural heads and outdoor wall fixtures. LBL Lighting’s products can be found in lighting
retailers and through sales representatives across North America. To view products, visit www.lbllighting.com.
About Generation Brands
As the parent company to LBL Lighting, Generation Brands is one of America’s leading companies serving lighting
retailers plus the electrical wholesale, home improvement and building industries. The company has an outstanding
portfolio of residential and commercial lighting fixtures, ceiling fans and decorative products which provide value and
growth to its customers and end-users. The company’s success is derived from its ability to serve its customers and endusers with superior service, leading edge design and outstanding quality.
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